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Imbalanced age investments undermine PM’s gender equality 

commitments 

 

Federal budget 2018 

 

Finance Minister Bill Morneau is making a bad habit of giving budget speeches that hide the 

biggest things happening in his fiscal plan. 

 

If you heard his budget speech, you couldn’t be blamed for thinking that this year’s federal 

budget makes the biggest investment in policy to promote gender equality, including new 

innovations in parental leave. While these are major talking points, they do not receive 

the major investments. 

 

Once again, the big winners in the federal budget are Old Age Security, and the Canada 

Health Transfer. Annual spending on Old Age Security will increase $16.1 billion as of 

2022/23 (from $50.9 billion to $67.0 billion), and health spending will increase by $7.8 billion 

(from $37.1 billion to $44.9 billion).  

 

These are BY FAR the largest investments in the 2018 budget. They dwarf new 

investments in gender-equality provisions like child care and shared parental leave, 

for which annual spending will rise about $550 million and $330 million respectively.  

 

Since Old Age Security funding goes entirely to those age 65+, and half of medical care 

funding goes to Canadian seniors, there is a stark age pattern in the 2018 budget. Next 

year alone, the federal government will add at least $750 of spending per person age 65+, 

and closer to $50 per person under 45. 

 

This imbalanced age-pattern interferes with the federal government’s laudable talk 

about promoting gender equality. Its gender-based analysis is weak when it does not 

confess that Canada is an international laggard for spending on early education and child 

care, because child care costs pose a big barrier to women’s labour force participation. 

 

The extra $540 million annually allocated to child care by Mr. Trudeau’s government 

is about one-twentieth of the additional investment required to build a universal, high 
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quality child care system – a price tag estimated by the Generation Squeeze lab in 

research published by Paediatric Child Health. 

 

The federal government’s weak investment becomes clear by comparison with the fact that 

B.C. announced the same-sized investment in its budget last week. Given that B.C. 

represents around 13 per cent of Canada’s population, if Mr. Trudeau was serious about 

promoting female labour force participation, a national government would have invested an 

additional $4 billion a year in child care to keep pace with B.C. 

 

“Clearly, the budget can find multi-billion annual investments for the aging population in 

important programs like old age security and health. So why can’t they find similarly-sized 

new investments for younger Canadians to promote gender equality?”, asks Dr. Paul 

Kershaw, UBC professor and Founder of Generation Squeeze. 

 

The federal government’s investment in shared parental leave is also modest. When the 

Generation Squeeze lab estimated the cost of improving our leave system, we calculated it 

would require an additional $4.5 billion (again, in research published by Paediatric Child 

Health). Mr. Trudeau’s government isn’t adding even one-tenth of this amount. 

 

To be sure, the Trudeau Liberal government should be applauded for adding the “use 

it or lose it” component to parental leave, which Generation Squeeze has been 

recommending for years. Research consistently shows that encouraging fathers to take 

leave is good for gender equality, and that reserving leave-time for the second parent is the 

best way to promote this outcome. The federal government’s new decision to reserve 5-8 

weeks for the second parent (typically dads) is a strong step toward allocating six months of 

time for the second parent, as urged by Generation Squeeze. 

 

We need to reserve six months of leave for the second parent, because research shows 

that one parent (typically moms) taking leaves longer than 12 months reinforces the gender 

earnings gap, occupational segregation of women in ‘pink collar ghettos’, and the glass 

ceiling.  

 

Unfortunately, when the federal liberals consulted with Generation Squeeze in advance of 

the 2015 election, it adopted our recommendation to lengthen parental leave to 18 months 

without adopting our other policy details to increase the benefit value, and reserve the extra 

times for second parents (with exceptions for single parents). Now the Liberals find 

themselves backtracking because their earlier extension of the leave period to 18 months 

runs contrary to the evidence about gender equality. The Trudeau government will need to 
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spend more time fixing this problem in the years ahead, and Gen Squeeze is keen to 

support the government with this work.  

 

Whereas the National Housing Strategy received much fanfare in last year’s budget, little 

was mentioned this year. New spending of about $1 billion annually is evident in the fiscal 

plan (don’t buy the $40 billion over 10 years federal talking point, because some of that $40 

billion is from the provinces, and some of it is loans). $447 million to support new rental 

construction is perhaps the most noteworthy budget line item. 

 

Limited talk of housing may reflect that the budget claims “housing market pressures [are] 

easing”, because “housing market conditions have become more balanced in Toronto and 

Vancouver, and their surrounding regions” (Budget 2018, p. 293).  

 

This is an alarmingly inaccurate characterization, because housing prices continue to 

leave behind the earnings of young people trying to make a home as renters or 

owners. Average home prices increased $20,000 in Canada last year; they rose in B.C. by 

that amount, and even faster in Ontario, where prices grew by another $50,000. While it 

used to take five years of full-time work to save a 20 per cent down payment on an average 

priced home in Canada, it now takes 14 years across the country, 16 years in Ontario, and 

19 in B.C.  

 

These figures don’t reflect balance. They reflect that hardship in the housing market 

continues to grow for younger generations – a problem that a strong budget and a strong 

National Housing Strategy would NOT downplay. 

 

The Finance Minister may downplay this problem, because rising home prices contribute to 

the strong Gross Domestic Product (GDP) – figures he likes to highlight as a sign of our 

strong economy.  

 

But it is worth digging below the GDP talking point to recognize that the regions with the 

fastest GDP growth in Canada are B.C. and Ontario. Their GDP is growing faster than 

elsewhere because their economies are driven more by real estate than other provinces. 

Such growth isn’t unambiguously good, because it means home prices are leaving behind 

young people’s earnings. As a result, young people’s hard work pays off less than in the 

past, because they must work so much harder to pay their major cost of living.  
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Future budgets need to begin reporting as much, which is why Generation Squeeze 

continues to recommend that the federal government report age trends in spending, 

revenue, and the economy in all future budgets. 

 

Just as the Prime Minister is making important adaptations to public reporting by insisting on 

gender-based analyses, the federal government should begin age-based analyses, too. All 

levels of government are more likely to overlook intergenerational unfairness, and its risks to 

gender equality, if we don’t provide data to inform our elected officials. 
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